The importance of corneal biomechanical properties in ocular hypertension and glaucoma
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Abstract:

Purpose: The aim of this study is to determine the role of corneal biomechanics, measured by Ocular Response Analyzer(ORA), in ocular hypertension and glaucoma.

Material and methods: The study included 107 eyes that were divided into 3 groups based on the intraocular pressure(IOP) and the presence or absence of glaucomatous damage: the first group included 52 glaucomatous eyes, the second one 33 eyes with ocular hypertension(OH) and the third group 22 normal controls.

Results: The mean corneal hysteresis(CH) and corneal resistance factor(CRF) were lower in the glaucoma and OH groups than in normal individuals. A negative correlation between CH and Goldmann IOP was found in all three groups: glaucoma group (r= -0.25, p<0.001), OH group (r= -0.26, p<0.003) and normal group (r= -0.18, p<0.04).

Conclusions: Corneal biomechanical properties are altered in glaucoma and ocular hypertension patients showing that a low corneal hysteresis in a patient with raised IOP could indicate a higher risk for developing glaucomatous damage.
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1. Introduction:

Raised intraocular pressure represents the main risk factor for glaucoma and this patients need to be monitored precisely in order to determine which of them have a higher risk of developing the disease (1). Glaucoma is an optic neuropathy that consists of gradual loss of ganglion cells and their axons resulting in visual field damage (2) (3) (4). Ocular hypertension consists of raised values of the IOP, in the absence of glaucomatous optic neuropathy (4).

Intraocular pressure mesurements can be influenced by many factors including central corneal thickness as well as corneal viscosity, rigidity and corneal biomechanical properties (5). Regardless of the other factors involved, the IOP is the only risk factor that can be modified with treatment and this is why the IOP mesurement captured ophthalmologists attention for many years (6).

The structure of the cornea can be described as having two types of properties: structural and biomechanical (7). Structural properties are represented by topography and central corneal thickness, while biomechanical properties are illustrated through corneal hysteresis and corneal resistance factor. Geometrical properties have been studied further than the biomechanical ones, but recently, more and more studies reflect the involvement of the corneal biomechanics in the measurement of intraocular pressure and evaluation, diagnosis and progression of glaucoma (7) (8) (9) (7) (10) (8) (9) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15).
Ocular Response Analyzer (Reichert, Buffalo, New York, USA) is a device initially designed as a non-invasive method of measuring the IOP, but the machine is capable of more than that, this being one of the few devices that measure in vivo corneal biomechanics (16) (17).

2. Material and methods:
107 eyes of the 138 examined fulfilled the inclusion criteria and were included into the study being devided into 3 groups: 52 eyes in the first group, 33 eyes in the second group and 22 in the third group. For the first group the inclusion criteria constituted of primary open angle glaucoma patients with glaucomatous optic neuropathy (asymmetry of the excavations between the two eyes of 0,2 or more, retinal nerve fiber layer(RNFL) defects, decreased RNFL, peripapillary hemorrhages) and visual field damage (low MD or Glaucoma Hemifield Test: Outside normal Limits). For the second group patients with high IOP and without any sign of optic neuropathy or visual field damage. The last group consisted of eyes with no history of ocular disorder, normal IOP measurements, symmetric excavations cup/disc ratio 0,4 or less, and normal retinal nerve fiber layer, and abnormal visual field test.

All patients underwent a complete examination that included best corrected visual acuity, anterior pole examination with the slit lamp, IOP measurements (Goldmann applanotonometer), gonioscopic examination (Goldmann lens), ultrasonic pachimetry (Alcon® OcuScan® RxP Ophthalmic Ultrasound System), visual field analyses (Humphrey Field Analyzer II - Carl Zeiss Meditec Inc, Dublin, California) strategy 24-4 and fundus examination.

The ORA was used in order to determine in vivo corneal biomechanical properties. We determined 3 measurements on each eye with waveform score higher than 7 and we used the best measurement in the study. ORA functions similar to non contact tonometers: the device generates an air pulse that indents the cornea centrally determining it to move inward and than outward as it comes back to the initial shape (18) (19). ORA incorporates an infrared electrooptic system that reads the information from the central 3mm of the cornea. Using mathematical formulas the device generates the report, including corneal biomechanical properties (10) (20).

The report that ORA generates consists of 4 parameters: IOPg (a measured intraocular pressure that corresponds to Goldman IOP), IOPcc (a corrected IOP that takes into consideration corneal biomechanics), CH (corneal hysteresis) and CRF (corneal resistance factor) (21) (11) (17) (22) (16).

IOPcc corresponds to an IOP measurement that takes into consideration corneal properties and is supposed to be more accurate than IOPg (23) (11) (10) (22). The apparatus measures the two applanation pressures and the attributes the values to the algorithm within the machine reevaluating the IOP on the corneal biomechanical properties (24) (12) (10) (21) (18). IOP g represent an IOP estimation that is similar to the value provided by the Goldmann applanotonometer (25) (11) (10) (22). The correlation between IOPg and IOP measured by Goldmann applanotonometer is supported by studies such as the one conducted by Ehrlich et al (25).

CH is calculated by the difference between the two IOP measured by ORA (14) (15). It does not reveal an intrinsic property of the cornea, but it is relevant for corneal viscoelasticity and its ability to absorb and dissipate energy (26) (16) (21) (11). Hysteresis is influenced by corneal collagenic structure, its degree of hydration and central corneal thickness (5). Even if it was thought that CH varies with IOP Kida et al reveal in their study that even if IOP varies, CH does not modify considerably in the same eye (17).

CRF is dependent on the CH and is an indicator of the global resistance of the cornea (12) (16) (27). Our statistical analysis consisted of descriptive analysis, frequency tests, means and linear regression.

3. Results:
Out of the 107 eyes included in the study, 67,33% were hypermetropic and 32,67% myopic. In both OH and glaucoma groups, IOP was higher than in normal individuals regardless of the measuring device. The mean Goldman IOP was 19,01 ± 4,2587 mmHg in the first group, 18,90 ± 2,7851 mmHg in the second group and 15,04 ± 1,2141 mmHg in the third group, values comparable to the ones delivered by ORA’s IOPg: 19,04 ± 5,5696 mmHg for the first group, 19,17 ± 3,2676 mmHg for the second group and 16,00 ± 2,0944 in the third group. ORA generates the IOPcc after adding into the equation corneal properties. In our study IOP values raise for the OH and glaucoma groups, but do not vary in the normal group. Mean IOPcc was 20,69 ± 6,1933 mmHg for the glaucoma group, 20,18 ± 3,2391 mmHg for the OH group and 15,06 ± 2,0838 mmHg in normal patients group.

Our study showed that CH, CRF and CCT were lower in OH than in normal individuals and in glaucoma patients even lower than in OH patients.
The mean CH in the first group was 8.88 ± 2.4353, in the second group 9.44 ± 1.3827 and in the third group 12.15 ± 1.835. In the first group the mean CRF was 10.17 ± 2.1822, in the second group 10.70 ± 1.4949 and in the third group 11.66 ± 1.2230. The mean CCT was 523.21 ± 30.9723 microns in glaucoma patients, 539.42 ± 24.5832 microns in ocular hypertension group and 548.77 ± 24.7970 in normal patients.

We used linear regression in order to investigate the relationship between corneal biomechanics and other parameters used to monitor glaucoma and OH patients.

We found a statistically significant correlation between Goldmann IOP and ORA’s IOPcc in all three groups: in the first group (r=0.79, p˂0.001), in the second group (r=0.39, p=0.001) and in the third group (r=0.37, p=0.002). This correlation shows once again the involvement of corneal properties in the measurement of the IOP. If this correlation would have been higher, it would have shown that Goldmann IOP is similar to ORAs IOPcc, so there are no factors that would have influenced the IOP measurements.

Our study revealed a positive correlation between CH and CCT in glaucoma group (r=0.33, p˂0.001), OH group (r=0.04, p=0.35) and normal individuals (r=0.22, p=0.04), but statistically significant only in the glaucoma and normal groups.

A statistically significant negative correlation between CH and Goldmann IOP was found in glaucoma group (r=−0.25, p˂0.001), OH group (r=−0.26, p˂0.003) and normal group (r=−0.18, p=0.04).

4. Discussions:
In recent times, authors have shown a bigger interest in the involvement of corneal properties in the management of glaucoma and ocular hypertension patients (7) (16) (21) (8) (9) (11) (12) (13) (15) (14).

Our study demonstrates that even if Goldmann IOP has minor differences between glaucoma and OH groups, in glaucoma the IOP being higher, after adjusting for corneal biomechanics, IOPcc has similar values for both groups suggesting that OH patients have higher risk to develop glaucomatous damage than we initially considered.

It is already known that CCT is an independent risk factor for glaucoma, but there are studies that show a separate implication of the CH in glaucoma progression (1) (8) (28). Even if in our study CCT was lower in glaucoma group than in OH and normal individuals, CCT was not the only factor that made the Goldmann IOP lower than the ORA’s corrected IOP, CH and CRF being also lower in OH patients than in normal individuals, and in glaucoma patients are lower than in the other two group. This suggests an underestimation of Goldmann’s IOP measurement.

As well as other studies show, our study revealed a negative correlation between CH and IOP in all three groups, so a low CH is associated to a high IOP and a low IOP is associated to a high CH (7) (16) (21) (8) (9) (11) (12) (13) (15) (14). Many studies suggest that central corneal thickness is not the only factor that influence IOP measurements and that ORA’s IOPcc eliminates the corneal influence over the evaluation of intraocular pressure (29) (28) (30) (24) (31).

5. Conclusions:
Corneal biomechanical properties could help us differentiate OH from glaucoma, to detect which patients have a higher risk on developing the disease or in already diagnosed patients, which of them are at risk of rapid progression.

Knowing the importance of an accurate IOP measurement in glaucoma and OH patients, we can understand the importance of corneal biomechanics in IOP measurement.

Further studies are needed in order to prove that CH could have a bigger role in glaucoma follow up.
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